Abstract Continuous flow to send images via encrypted wireless channels may reduce the efficiency of transmission. This is due to the damage or loss of the numerous macro-blocks from these images. Therefore, it is difficult to rebuild these patches from the point of reception. Many algorithms have been proposed in the past decade, particularly error concealment (EC) algorithms. In this paper, we focus on the algorithms that have high efficiency to fill-in the corrupted patches. On the other hand, we also present a new way of detecting the horizontal and vertical gradients especially, in the un-smooth patches. This improves the edge detector filter. Ultimately, a novel scheme for vertical and horizontal interpolation between the corrupted pixels and the non-corrupted adjacent pixels is achieved by improving the efficiency of filling-in. We used a new technique known as the wave-net model. This model combines the wavelet with the neural network classifier (NNC). The neural network was trained in advance to reduce the error extent for the pixels that may occur in the error. The experimental results were convincing and close to the desired. The proposed method is able to enhance image quality in term of both visual perception and the blurriness effects (BE).
Introduction
Algorithms that have been suggested to fill-in the regions with available information from their surroundings neighbors is very important topic in the processing of digital images, especially applications which including image encoding and wireless image transmission (e.g., reconstructing missing blocks), especial influences (e.g., removal of objects), and image restoration (e.g., scratch removal) Bertalmio et al. (2003a) .
Many interpolation based spatial EC schemes have been proposed in the past 10 years Park and Lee (1999) . They do work better than traditional spatial EC methods Hsia (2004) . However, most of them are time-consuming and complex. Therefore, a simple way is presented to coarsely predict the possible edge in the lost area. Subsequently, an adaptive directional interpolation is applied to refine the edge Suh and Ho (1997) , which mainly doing the interpolation of the pixels on the estimated direction or the fixed direction, NURBS interpolation Park and Lee (1999) , and block matching interpolation Hsia (2004) for consecutive blocks loss pattern. Arafiotis et al. (2006) , proposed a novel switching algorithm which uses the directional entropy of neighboring edges chooses between two interpolation methods, a directional along detected edges or a bilinear using the nearest neighboring pixels. Meanwhile, a spatial error concealment method that uses edge-related information in order not only to preserve existing edges but also to avoid introducing new strong ones by switching to a smooth approximation of missing information where necessary. Hsia (2004) , developed a new error concealment technique based on edge-oriented interpolation for still image or intra-frame correction. The first step involves finding the edge direction of a lost block by using one-dimensional matching techniques from two boundaries of neighboring blocks. Then, the error pixels are recovered by weighting linear interpolation along the estimated edge direction. Afterwards, the median filter is used to recover residual damagedpixels. Song et al. (2007) , proposed an adaptive pixel interpolation technique is presented for spatial error concealment. This interpolation technique recovers the missing pixel in a corrupted block by interpolating the pixel prediction values with different weights, including the predictions derived from available neighbor regions of the corrupted block and the average pixel value of the pixels in a 3 × 3 slide window centered at the missing pixel.
A new technique called wavelet networks combines wavelet theory decomposition and the computational neural network software. In this paper, we review the wave-net 3-level "Haar" decomposition and applying the adaptation techniques based on the LMS algorithms. The partaken techniques to reconstruct missing blocks are grouped under Automatic Retransmission Query protocols (ARQ).The decomposing reconstruction pragmatism can introduce substantially an aliasing distortion. The problem has been studied in many papers and solved by the use of quadrature mirror filters (QMFs) Smith and Barnwell (1986) , or conjugate quadrature filters (CQFs) (Smith and Barnwell 1986; Skodras et al. 2001) .
In partaken wireless scenarios; the image is transmitted over the wireless channel block by block. Due to sever fading out, all the image blocks might be lost. The packet loss medial rate in a wireless ambiance is 3.6% and occurs in a segmented rigs Chang (1998) . For compression encoded video bit streams, there were many attempt abilities to hiding missing data. Many approaches of error concealment have been assumed that both the encoding and decoding happen instantaneously Wada (1989) . The decoder communicating to the encoder the location of destroyed image blocks, theses with high practical executing programs techniques are not realistic with real time applications since they require retransmission of data blocks. Preference approaches to block wastage concealment have been proposed (Ghanbari and Sferidis 1993; Pancha and El Zarki 1994) .
The techniques which including inserting data have also been proposed, along with post processing techniques for error concealment (Tom et al. 1991; Zhu et al. 1993; Wang et al. 1993; Sun and Kwok 1995) . There is no mention about how the loss of macro blocks is detected in all of these techniques. Specially with interpolation scheme, researchers in Rane et al. (2002) , are going to use vertical analysis to reconstruct the missing blocks.
Through this paper, the study of how to fill-in the damaged patches not only, with the vertical interpolation between the corrupted pixels from those patches and the adjacent pixels. but also, studied with horizontal and diagonal interpolation. A new modeling technique known "wave-net", this technique is used to enhance the blurriness influence that associated with the filling-in image. Hence, a fast interpolation scheme of wavelet domain is combined with the neural network classifier. The architecture of the proposed neural network is a (fast forward) multi-layer perceptron, by using resilient back-propagation training.
The wavelet network takes the following form:
where w i ∈ , α i ∈ d , β i ∈ d , are the network parameters or weights that are optimized during learning, and correspond to the wavelet coefficient, dilation parameter and, and translation parameter respectively. The variable N is the numeral of wavelets, and "*" denotes composing-wise multiplication of vectors. The role of the wavelet network is to construct a discretized wavelet family by adapting the network parameters to the force/displacement data. The following Fig. 1 shows the wavelet network structure. Wavelet neural networks are the strongest innovation class of neural networks that combine the most prime advantages of multi-resolution analysis introduced by Mallat (1989) . Zhang and Benveniste (1992) , found a link between wavelet decompositions and neural networks. The training process of wavelet networks is identical to that of radial-basis-function neural network (RBF). 
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Step-1: Initialize translation and dilation factors of all the furtive neurons.
Step-2: Update the weights of the wavelet network utilizing a gradient-based training algorithm, such that the error between neural exemplar and training data is minimized. This step isidentical to multilayer perceptrons (MLP) training. Figure 2 illustrated the general framework of the proposed filling-in.
Wavelet transform
A standard reference for wavelets is handed by Daubechies (1992) . Bi-orthogonal wavelets are debated in more detail by Cohen et al. (1992) . As such, wavelets are a new family of basis functions that combine powerful properties such as orthogonality, compact support, localization in time and frequency, and fast algorithms (Jawerth et al. 1994) . Wavelets have procreated enormous advertency in both theoretical and practical areas, particularly, over the past few years. Bellil et al. (2006) , explicated that wavelets have been implemented successfully to multi-scale analysis and synthesis, time-frequency signal analysis in signal processing, functionality optimization, optimization in solving partial differential equations. Furthermore, wavelets are well suitable to imaging functions with local nonlinearities and fast variations because of their substantive properties of finite support and self-identicalness. Two progressed categories of wavelet functions are: orthogonal wavelets and wavelet frames. Orthogonal wavelet analysis is usually correlated with the theory of multi-resolution analysis (Mallat 1989) . The wavelets have often been used in transform image coders. Although wavelets share many properties with the DCT (e.g. de-correlation), they also permit perfect localization in both frequency and space (Servetto et al. 1999) .
The wavelet transform analyzes a function at different wavelet levels. A wavelet level is defined as a combination of translated wavelet with constant dilation. Wavelets have been compared to microscopes (Rioul and Vetterli 1991) , with the ability to zoom in on short lived high frequency features. This actuality can be spotted by observing that as the wavelet becomes more constringed, it approaches a discontinuity. Utilizing more levels in the analysis results in the ability to extract more detailed (high frequency) features. Of greater interest to this work is how to use wavelet theory to reconstruct functions. This is achieved by applying the inverse wavelet transform:
which states that a function can be rebuilt by summing over the entire extent of translated and dilated wavelets. Felix and Yoav (1996) , prescribed that a statistical proceeding for thresholding of wavelet coefficients which is based on the false discovery range (FDR) is approached. In a way it controls the anticipated percentage of incorrectly included coefficients among those selective for the exemplar. The resulting false discovery rate of coefficients (FDRC) executing is inherently adaptive due to the adaptive-ness of the criterion being controlled. Mallat (2008) , Nievergelt (1999) , and Gasquet and Witomski (2000) , described that wavelets and its corresponding multi-resolution analysis are given on uniform partitions. Lately, developed wavelet techniques have become an seductive and efficient tool in adaptive function estimation. Basic wavelet theory may be existed in Daubechies, while applications of wavelets for sundry statistical problems are discussed in Donoho et al. (1995) . The DWT will transform a discrete time signal to a discrete wavelet representation (Mallat 2000) . The first step is to discretize the wavelet parameters. This is commonly done with the dyadic sampling grid, defined by:
This reduces the previously continuous set to a new discrete, orthogonal set. The analysis formula becomes:
With the reconstruction formula:
The principle behind the wavelet transform is to decompose an original signal into a series of lower resolution signals associated with detail signals. At each resolution level the signals and the details contain all the information that is necessary to reconstruct the signal at the next higher level. The original image can be represented as the sum of two images, one being low-resolution, which is called approximation and another containing the difference in information between two levels of resolution or scale (Sapiro and Bertalmio 2002) . Figure 3 illustrates a data structure for the corresponding sub-bands. Next, consider fixing the scale factor m, so that we have ψ(t)Since the mother wavelet has compact frequency support, this wavelet set represents a discrete set of temporally translated wavelets with fixed frequency localization. As the inner product operation can also be interpreted as a filtering operation, the projection onto this set of wavelets can be considered a set of temporally translated band-pass filters of fixed frequency response. If the scale factor m is reinserted, the discrete wavelet series WM,N can now be considered the result of applying a set of temporally and spectrally translated band-pass filters. This tells us that the 
This is known as the multi-resolution analysis (MRA) equation (Steffen et al. 1993; Heller 1995; Tian and Wells 1998; Sun et al. 2001 ). An M-band wavelet system contains on one scaling filter (or scaling function) and M_1 wavelet filters. Because most beneficial properties are only related to the scaling filter, exemplarily two-step construction procedure is utilized. The first step is to design the scaling filter knowledgeably, and the second is to select the wavelet filters from the given scaling filter. Khelila et al. (2007) ,propose a new and simple multiple description transform coder (MDC) scheme based on the employing the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) instead of the DCT. Dubeau et al. (2004) , present a non-uniform "Haar" wavelet and its multi-resolution analysis on a bounded interval which includes transforms, compression, and reconstruction at a single value. Christopoulos et al. (2000) described that DWT decomposes the original spatial-domain signal into various decomposition levels. The decomposition levels comprise a number of sub-bands, each of them consists of coefficients that indicate the horizontal and vertical spatial frequency characteristics of the original samples. The first level decomposition, which will be used in our coder, includes four sub-
and H H 1 . The following Fig. 4 shows the wavelet coefficients. Wavelet transform can decompose images into various multi-resolution sub-bands. Ideally, could be reconstructing the original image from these bands. In this case, the original image is decomposed into four sub-images in the sub-band decomposition of level-1. They are known LL, LH, HL, and the HH bands. The LL band image is considered the coarse image of the original image. Similarly, the LL band in the first level will be decompose into the LL, LH, HL, and the HH bands in the second level. Finally, the LL band in level-2 will be decompose into the LL, LH, HL, and the HH bands in the third level. Therefore, The LL band in level-3 is more coarser than the LL band in level-2 and so on. While, the edges in level-3 is more coarsest edges than those in level-1. Figure 5 shows the outcomes of the second dimension to the DWT for a given image. Figure 6 illustrates an paradigm of "Haar" decomposition to an image at high resolution (348 × 513 × 3 pixels, 24-depth color). The insets (7-9) represent the process of decomposition of levels to the "Haar" two, three levels, discrete wavelet transform respectively (Figs. 7, 8) . The larger squares represent details that have not been broken down to as many levels as smaller squares. Furthermore, in Fig. 9 we note that the edge in level-3 is the coarsest edges than those in the level-1. 
Wavelet networks
The origin of wavelet networks can be traced back to the work by Daugman (1988) , in which Gabor wavelets were used for image classification. Wavelet networks have become popular after the work by Pati and Krishnaprasad (1990) , Pati and Krishnaprasad (1993) , Zhang and Benveniste (1992), and Szu et al. (1992) . Wavelet networks were introduced as a special feedforward neural network. Zhang implemented wavelet networks to the problem of controlling a robot arm. As mother wavelet, they use the function.
Wavelet neural networks are a ingenuity beefy class of neural networks that combine the most important benefits of multi-resolution analysis introduced by Mallat (1989) . Zhang and Benveniste (1992) , found a correlate between wavelet decompositions and neural networks. They combine the good localization properties of wavelets with the optimizing capabilities of neural networks. This kind of network employs wavelets as activation functions in the hidden layer and a type of back-propagation algorithm is utilized for its learning. The wavelet network learning is achieved by the standard back-propagation type algorithm as in the traditional feed-forward neural network. There are two main purposes of this work, the first is to modify the wavelet network training and initialization procedures to allow the use of all types of wavelets, while the second is to improve the wavelet network performance working with these two new procedures. Consequently, we have to search for anagrammatic methods to initialize and to train the network. That is, a method that predisposes possible to work with various types of wavelets, with sundry support, differentiable and not differentiable, and orthogonal and non orthogonal. They suggest a new training algorithm leaned on concepts of direct minimization techniques, wavelet dilations, and linear combination theory.
The suggested initialization method has its substratums on correlation analysis of signals, and for this reason a bushy accommodative grid is introduced. The term accommodative is utilized because the suggested initialization grid depends upon the effectual support of the wavelet. Particularly, we demonstrate wavelet networks applied to the approximation of chaotic time series.
Wavelet networks are a class of neural networks that employ wavelets as activation functions Lyengar et al. (2002) . Thuillard (2002) , clarified that wavelet theory has a beefy influence on signal processing as it offers a rigorous mathematical approach to the treatment of multi-resolution. The combination of soft computing and wavelet theory has advance to a number of new techniques: wavelet networks, wave-nets, fuzzy-wavelet. Wavelet analysis and neural networks have been incorporated in numerous styles. We individualize two categories of methods. In the first one, the wavelet part is essentially decoupled from learning. A signal is predisposed on some wavelet and the wavelet coefficients are prepared to a neural network. In the second category, wavelet theory and neural networks are incorporated into a single method. The likenesses existing between the structure of a perceptron and a wavelet decomposition have been utilized in so-called wavelet networks. The predetermining of the number of wavelets and their initialization idealizes a prime problem with wavelet networks.
An excellent initialization of wavelet neural networks is extremely important to obtain a fast convergency of the algorithm. A number of methods have been applied. Zhang and Benveniste (1992) , initializes the coefficients with an orthogonal least-squares procedure. As an anagrammatic, the dyadic wavelet decomposition may be utilized to initialize the network. In wavelet networks, various wavelets have been utilized as activation functions of the hidden neurons by different groups. Two developed categories of wavelet functions are: Orthogonal wavelet decomposition is usually participated with the theory of multi-resolution analysis Mallat (1989) . The fact that orthogonal wavelets cannot be represented in close form is a serious drawback for their application to function optimization and process modeling. Conversely, wavelet frames are edified by simple operation of translation and dilation of a single fixed function known the mother wavelet f, which must gratify conditions that are less stringent than orthogonality conditions:
where translation factor, t j and dilation factor, s j , are real numbers s j > 0. In analogical neural networks, the non-linearities are optimized by superposition of sigmoidal functions. These networks are global approximators (Cybenko 1989) and have been shown to be niggard in Hornik et al. (1994) . Recently, the idea of incorporating wavelets with neural networks has led to the evolution of wavelet networks (Szu et al. 1992) , which are localized in both the time space and frequency space has shown to be promising alternative to ANNs in non-linear function approximation. The main design factor of the network is the number of hidden neurons, which warrants the exacted degree of accuracy. There is no instituted rule to strictly determine how many neurons are demanded in the hidden layer for obtaining a given degree of accuracy (Ulichney 1994) . The number of hidden neurons has been delimitated experimentally on network training results, based on the evaluated mean square errors. From the practical point of view, the network is feed-forward. When using or testing a trained network, the input values set the values of elements in the first hidden layer, which influence the next layer, and so on until it sets values for the output layer elements. Learning in neural networks is done by influencing the weighting factors (weights) at each element to minimize output errors. The following Fig. 10 shows the Neural network-learning from experience.
In multi layer perceptrons (MLPs), learning is invigilated, with separate training and call-up phases. During training the nodes in the hidden layers regularize themselves such that various nodes learn to realize sundry features of the total input space. During the callup phase of pragmatism the network will reacted to inputs that expose features similar to those learned during training. Deficient inputs may be fully reconstructed by the network. Step -2 C B D A Desired Actual
Step -1 Fig. 10 The neural networks-learning from experience In its learning phase, we give it a training combination of examples with defined inputs and outputs. Figure 11 shows the relationship between the error and weights.
The most commonly utilized neural network configurations, known as multi layer perceptrons (MLP). It has at least two physical components namely, the processing elements which are called neurons, and the connection between these neurons which are called links. Every link has a weight parameter associated with it. Figure 12 show that when, the neurons receive the stimuli from the outside of network (i.e. not from the network neurons) is called an input neurons. And neurons whose outputs are utilized externally are called the output neurons. Whereas, neurons whose outputs are a stimulus from other neurons in the neural network is called the hidden neurons. Each neuron will receive a stimulus from the neighboring neurons to process information and produce an output.
Multi layer perceptrons (MLP) are the most populist kind of neural network in usage today. They belong to a general class of compositions called feed-forward neural networks, an essential type of neural network able to optimizing generic classes of functions, including continuous and integrable functions (Scareseli and Tsoi 1998) . They have been utilized in optimization problems.
In the MLP composition the neurons are grouped into layers. The first and last layers are called input and output layers respectively. While the remaining layers are called the hidden layers.
Typically, an MLP neural network consist of, (a)-Input layer. (b)-One or more hidden layers. (c)-Output layer. Figure 13 shows a multi layer perceptrons structure.
Suppose, the total number of layers is L. Let, the number of neurons in the lth layer be N l , .
Let, the w l i j represent the weight of the link between jth neuron of (l − 1)th layer and ith neuron of (l)th layer, 1
Let, x i represent the ith external input to the MLP, and z l i be the output of ith neurons of lth layer. We introduce an extra weight parameter for each neurons,
Output 
The following Fig. 14 explicates the way in which each neuron in an MLP manipulates the information. As an example, a neuron of the lth layer receives stimuli from the neurons of l −1th layer, that is, z l−1
. Each input is first multiplied by the corresponding weight parameter, and the resulting products are added to procreate a weighted sum γ . This weighted sum is passed through a neuron activation function σ (.) to procreate the final output of the neuron. This output z l i can, in turn, become the stimulus for neurons in the next layer. The sigmoid and the hyperbolic-tangent functions explicated in Figs. 15 and 16 respectively.
The most generally used hidden neuron activation function is the sigmoid function given by: The sigmoid function is a smooth switch function having the property of:
The hyperbolical-tangent function is produced by:
The activation functions for output neurons can either be logistical functions (e.g., sigmoid), or simplistic linear functions that calculate the weighted sum of the stimuli. They are more suited for output neurons. The linear activation function is defined as:
The use of linear activation functions in the output neurons could assist to improve the numerical conditioning of the neural network training. The weighted sum presented as:
Is zero, if all the previous hidden layer neuron responses (outputs) z l−1 
The effect of adding the bias is that the weighted sum is equal to the bias when all the previous hidden layer neurons responses are zero, that is:
The parameter w l i0 is the bias value for ith neuron in the lth layer as shown in Fig. 17 . In the feed-forward process, the exterior inputs are first fed to the input neurons (1st layer), the outputs from the input neurons are fed to the hidden neurons of the 2nd layer, and so on, and ultimately the outputs of L-1th-layer are fed to the output neurons Lth-layer. The computation is given by:
where, x i is the inputs to the first layer x i = [x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ] T and,
The output of the neural network are extracted from the output neurons as:
During feed-forward computation, neural network weights w are fixed. Where,
A neural exemplar can be advanced such that each input neuron corresponds to a circuit parameter in x, and each output neuron represents a signal delay in y. The weights w in the exemplar y = y(x, w) are determined through a neural network training process. The exemplar is utilized to compute the signal delays y for a given values of x using neural network feed-forward process. The feed-forward computation involves simple sum, product, and sigmoid evaluations. Figure 18 shows an input/output neuron functions.
The global optimization theorem for MLP was confirmed by Cybenko (1989) and Hornik et al. (1989) • Neural network are allotted exemplars by nature. Each neuron is a simplistic manipulating element with switching activation function, no single neuron can procreate the overall x-y relationship. For a given value of exterior stimuli, some neurons are switched on, some are off, while others are in transition.
• Neural network have a strongish learning ability, they can be trained to idealize any given problem behavior. Neural network with various combinations of weighted connections can idealize a diverse extent of input/output mapping problems.
The number of hidden neurons depends upon the degree of nonlinearity and the dimension of the default problem. Highly nonlinear problems require more neurons and smoother problems require fewest neurons. There are three likely solutions to address the network size.
1. The perfect size of the network can be obtained through a trial and error process. 2. The suited number of neurons can be computed by an adaptive process or approximation process that adds/omits neurons as required during training (Devabhaktuni et al. 1999 ). 3. The continual research in this direction includes techniques as supportive algorithms (Kwok and Yeung 1997) , Network Pruning (Reed 1993) , and optimization (Krzyzak and Linder 1998) , to match the neural network exemplar complexity with problem complexity.
Neural networks with at least one hidden layer are sufficient for arbitrary nonlinear function approximation. The performance of a neural network can be computed in terms of generalization ability and mapping ability (Tamura and Tateishi 1997) . Three-layer perceptrons are usually preferred (Villiers and Barnard 1992) , because the out coming network usually has fewest hidden neurons. On the other hand, four-layer perceptrons are favorite in pattern categorization tasks where decision boundaries require to be defined (Tamura and Tateishi 1997) , because of their best mapping capability. The main objective in neural exemplar is to find an suited combinations of weight parameters w, such that y = y(x, w) closely represents the default problem behavior. This is achieved through a process known training. The training data are pairs of (
where d k is the desired outputs of the neural exemplar for inputs x k , and P is the total number of training samples. During training, the neural network performance is determined by computing the difference between actual neural network outputs and desired outputs for all the training samples. The difference, also known as the error, is quantified by:
Where d jk is the jth element of d k , y j (x k , w) is the jth or neural network output for input x k , and T r is an index set of training data. The weight parameters w are adjusted during training, such that this error is minimized. The first step in training is to initialize the weight parameters w. During training, w is updated along the negative direction of the gradient of E, as w = w − η ∂ E ∂w , until E becomes small enough. Where η is called the learning rate. If, we use just one training sample at a time to update w, then a per-sample error function E k given by:
Is used and w is updated as
The derivative of E k in Eq. 13 with respect to the weight parameters of the lth layer can be calculated as:
and
The gradient
can be initialized at the output layer as
Using the error between neural network outputs and desired outputs. Subsequent derivatives
are calculated by back-propagating this error from l + 1th layer to lth layer as illustrated in Fig. 19 .
If, the MLP uses sigmoid as hidden neuron activation function. 
And the derivatives with respect to the weights are,
Edge-detection
Edge detection algorithms design to dismask edges in four directions and looking at the pixels influenced by impulsive noise as pixels which lost their actual value, and the estimate of missing value of these pixels is relied on least sum square errors (LSSE). This idea introduced by Yates (1993) , is suited in image restoration under these noise terms. present estimates of the missing value when the general background noise is uncorrelated and correlated plus independent impulsive noise. Most common edge detectors are relied on multistage detectors, which do not work directly with gray-level information, but take advantage of intermediate representations. Such detectors first counts a filtered image by utilizing some kernel in the spatial domain (Haralick 1984) , or performing a match with pre-defined edge templates (Shneier 1982) , and then apply some more or fewer complex threshold process aimed at minimizing the noisy edge points. One of the most utilized approaches in this field is the edge detector proposed by (Canny 1986) , which is often considered a term of comparison for performance evaluation.
In an ongoing work and to extract edges information (Chen et al. 2008) proposed to utilize Sobel gradient voting algorithm to evaluate the edge orientation. While, Hsia (2004) proposed to utilize the Hough transformation to estimate an edge features. The Sobel edge finding process is a two-dimensional convolution of an input array with the spatial matrix. Figure 20 illustrates an example of the edge detection implementation for the filters of Sople and Canny.
To conceal the error, requires us to distinguish whether the missing pixels located in the smooth or unsmooth patches. In the case of smooth patches, it is easy to implement the concealing process by using equations discussed in Sect. 2. While, in the case of patches that contain the edges. Therefore, it requires additional effort to extract these edges from the corrupted patches.
The essential edge detection operator is a matrix zone gradient process that determines the level of imparity between various pixels. The edge detection block exists the edges in an input image by optimizing the gradient amplitude of the image. The block reels the input matrix with the Sobel, Prewitt, or Roberts kernel. The most beefy edge-detection method that edge provides is the canny method. The canny is an perfect edge detector that optimizes many edge detectors. It uses two various thresholds to detect strong and weak edges. This method is therefore slighter likely than the others to be illusive by noise, and more likely to detect true weak edges.
The canny edge detector first smoothes the image to remove the noise. It then finds the image gradient to display patches with high spatial derivatives. The algorithm then tracks along these patches and suppresses any pixel that is not at the maximum. The gradient array is now further reduced by hysteresis. Hysteresis is utilize to follow-up along the remaining pixels that have not been suppressed.
Hysteresis utilizes two thresholds and if the amplitude is under the first threshold, it is set to zero. If the amplitude is over the high threshold, it is made an edge. And if the amplitude is between the two thresholds, then it is set to zero unless there is a route from this pixel to a pixel with a gradient above the second threshold.
To implement the canny edge detector algorithm, a following procedure must accomplished.
(1) The first step is to filter out any noise in the original image before trying to locate and detect any edges.
On the other hand, the Gaussian filter is utilize particularly with a specific standard deviation, to reduce noise in the canny algorithm. The Gaussian smoothing can be performed utilizing standard convolution methods. Hence, a small convolution mask is slid over the image, manipulating a square of pixels at a time.
(2) The second step is to exist the edge strength by taking of the gradient of the image. The Sobel operator executes a 2-D spatial gradient measurement on an image. It utilizes a pair of 3×3 convolution masks, one estimating the gradient in the x-direction (columns) and the other estimating the gradient in the y-direction (rows).
The first derivative assumes a local maximum at an edge. For a continuous image f (x, y), where x and y are the row and column coordinates respectively. The gradient magnitude and the gradient orientation both are expressed in terms of the two directional derivatives ∂ x f (x, y)and ∂ y f (x, y). The gradient magnitude is defined as:
And the gradient orientation is given by:
Local maximum of the gradient magnitude identify edges in f (x, y). When the first derivative fulfills a maximum, the second derivative is zero. For this reason, an alternative edge-direction strategy is to locate zeros of the second derivatives of f (x, y). The differential operator called zero-crossing edge detectors is the Laplacian.
practically, finite difference approximations of first-order directional derivatives are utilized. These are performed by a pair of masks, say and (e.g. Sobel, Roperitts,…) vertical and horizontal masks. Formally these are linear-phase FIR filters used to attenuate the increase in pixel noise due to differentiation. A convolution of the target image with these two masks gives two directional derivative images and respectively. The gradient image is traditionally calculated as:
Or, alternatively using:
and edge direction information is given by:
, and edge direction α(x, y) = tan −1 G y /G x , are evaluated at each point. An edge point is predefined to be a point whose strength is locally maximum in the direction of the gradient.
(3) The edge points in step-2 give rise to edges in the gradient magnitude image. The algorithm then tracks along the top of these edges and sets to zero all pixels that are not actually on the ridge top so as to give a thin line in the output, a process known as "nonmaximal suppression". The edge pixels are then thresholded using two thresholds, T1 & T2.
-With T1 < T2. Edge pixels with values greatest than T2 are said to be "strong" edge pixels. -Edge pixels with values in the midst of T1 and T2 are said to be "weak" edge pixels.
(4) Eventually, the algorithm performs edge linking by incorporating the weak pixels that are 8-connected to the strong pixels. Figures 21 and 22 illustrate the canny simulated sketches. Table 1 shows the results of the test for a canny filter to the vertical and horizontal gradients, the table shows the locations of the detected edges. THE filling-in of missing information is a very prime subject in image processing, with implementations including image coding and wireless image transmission (e.g., reconstruction of missing blocks), special influences (e.g., removal of objects), and image restoration (e.g., scratch removal). The fundamental idea behind the algorithms that have been suggested in the literature is to fill-in these patches with a suited information from their adjacent neighbors. This information can be automatically detected as in Efros and Leung (1999) , or alluded by the user as in more classical texture filling techniques, Simoncelli and Portilla (1998) . Suggested a new concealment technique. This technique aims at restoring the lost visual information by using a synthetic reconstruction of the high-frequency content of the damaged blocks. The method is imbursed on the theory of sketch-based encoders: for each block to be interpolated, the sketch information of the available surrounding blocks is extracted and propagated to the missing area. Atzori and De Natalef (1999) and Hirani and Totsuka (1996) suggested a simple technique, the idea behind this technique is to combine frequency and spatial domain information in order to fill a given region with a selected texture. This technique produces wonderful excellent results.
On the other hand, the algorithm primely deals with texture synthesis (and not with structured background), and involves the user to elect the texture to be copied into the region to be inpainted. Franti et al. (1994) , explained that to obtain the underlying structure of the block, we coarsely quantize the gray-levels in the block to two levels. The number of connected components in the quantized block gives us a measure of disorganization. Similar block quantization forms the basis of the image compression technique known as block truncation coding (BTC) (Kokaram et al. 1995) . Efros and Leung (1999) explained that Understanding texture is important to researchers of image enhancement and computer graphics. The two main problems in this field are texture synthesis and texture analysis. In texture synthesis a mini patch of the texture is utilized to create a grand image with the same texture.
H.264 compression is used for lossy JPEG as part of the transmission process, images are first titled into blocks of 8 × 8 pixels. When such images are transmitted over fading channels, the effects of noise can kill entire blocks of the image. Du (2006) proposed a method for filling-in corrupted patches in H.264 image transmission by instead of using common retransmission query protocols, we aim to reconstruct the lost data using correlation between the lost block and its neighbors. If the lost block contained structure, it is reconstructed using an image in-painting algorithm, while texture synthesis is used for the textured blocks, An algorithm, the basic idea is to first automatically classify the block as textured or structured, and then fill-in the missing block with information propagated from the surrounding pixels. In the case of structured blocks, the in-painting algorithm in Hemami ((1995) ), is used, while for textured regions we follow (Ballester et al. 2001) . Bertalmio et al. (2000) explained that image inpainting is the process of filling in missing data in a designated region of a still or video image. Applications range from removing objects from a scene to re-touching damaged paintings and photographs. The goal is to produce a revised image in which the inpainted region is seamlessly merged into the image in a way that is not detectable by a typical viewer. Wexler et al. (2004) described that in more recent work on image inpainting or in-filling aims to solve the texture synthesis problem in the setting of natural images. This problem is more challenging than synthesis from a patch because boundaries between image components must be maintained. They suggested a method to separate the image into two images: a detail image containing the texture and a coarse image containing the overall structure of the image. Each of these images is reconstructed separately, the coarse image using the inpainting algorithm in Bertalmio et al. (2000) , and the texture image using a texture synthesis algorithm, in Rane et al. (2003) . Karu et al. (1996) , described how to automatically switch between the pure texture and pure structure filling-in process. This is done by analyzing the area surrounding the region to be filled-in and selecting either a texture synthesis or a structure inpainting technique. Since most image areas are not pure texture or pure structure, this approach provides just a first attempt in the direction of simultaneous texture and structure filling-in. Smooth reconstruction presents some unpleasant blurring effects, and can introduce some blocky-ness, because of the complete loss of high-frequency information. Differently, in Sun and Kwok (1995) spatially correlated edge information from a large region surrounding the damaged area is exploited by means of an iterative process in the frequency domain, relied on the method of projections onto convex combinations. Bertalmio et al. (2003b) , proposed an algorithm the essential idea of this algorithm that the original image (first row, left) is first decomposed into the sum of two images, one capturing the basic image structure and one capturing the texture (and random noise), second row. This follows the recent work by Vese and Osher reported in Vese and Osher (2003) . The first image is inpainted following the work by Bertalmio-Sapiro-Caselles-Ballester described in Bertalmio et al. (2000) , while the second one is filled-in with a texture synthesis algorithm following the work by Efros and Leung (1999) , third row. The two reconstructed images are then added back together to obtain the reconstruction of the original data, first row, right. In other words, the general idea is to perform structure inpainting and texture synthesis not on the original image, but on a set of images with very different characteristics that are obtained from decomposing the given data. The decomposition is such that it produces images suited for these two reconstruction algorithms. We will show how this approach outperforms both image inpainting and texture synthesis when applied separately. Criminisi et al. (2004) presents a novel and efficient algorithm for removing large objects from digital photographs and replacing them with visually plausible backgrounds, that combines the advantages of two approaches that has been addressed by two classes of algorithms. (1) "texture synthesis" algorithms for generating large image regions from sample textures, and (2) "inpainting" techniques for filling in small image gaps. They first note that exemplarbased texture synthesis contains the essential process required to replicate both texture and structure; the success of structure propagation, however, is highly dependent on the order in which the filling proceeds. Therefore, they proposed a best-first algorithm in which the confidence in the synthesized pixel values is propagated in a manner similar to the propagation of information in inpainting. The actual color values are computed using exemplar-based synthesis.
The simultaneous propagation of texture and structure information is achieved by a single, efficient algorithm. Computational efficiency is achieved by a block-based sampling process. The work in Bertalmio et al. (2003b) , decomposes the original image into two components; one of which is processed by inpainting and the other by texture synthesis. The output image is the sum of the two processed components. This approach still remains limited to the removal of small image gaps, Recently Jia and Tang (2003) , have presented a technique for filling image regions relied on a texture-segmentation step and a tensor-voting algorithm for the smooth linking of structures across holes. Their approach has a clear advantage in that it is designed to connect curved structures by the explicit generation of subjective contours, over which textural structures are propagated. On the other hand, their algorithm requires (1) an expensive segmentation step, and (2) a hard decision about what constitutes a boundary between two textures. Zalesny et al. (2002) , suggested an algorithm for the parallel synthesis of composite textures. They devise a special purpose solution for synthesizing the interface between two "knitted" textures. The idea behind the suggested algorithm for the simultaneous filling-in of texture and structure in regions of missing image information is to first decompose the image into the sum of two functions with different basic characteristics, and then reconstruct each one of these functions separately with structure and texture filling-in algorithms. The first function used in the decomposition is of bounded variation, representing the underlying image structure, while the second function captures the texture and possible noise. The region of missing information in the bounded variation image is reconstructed using image inpainting algorithms, while the same region in the texture image is filled-in with texture synthesis techniques. The work in Bertalmio et al. (2003b) , considered one of the first attempts to use exemplar-based synthesis specifically for object removal was by Harrison (2001) . There, the order in which a pixel in the target region is filled was dictated by the level of "textured-ness" of the pixel's neighborhood1. Bergman et al. (2007) , described that the definition of texture is based on the observation that an image is perceived as a collection of segments, where each segment can be coarsely classified as either smooth or textured.
In natural images, a smooth area typically contains gradual color change, as well as some noise. We therefore define an area as textured if it is neither smooth nor contains an edge between smooth image segments. The identification algorithm should distinguish between textures comprised of many edges, It should also identify the difference between areas of unstructured texture and areas containing noise or weak edges. In General, two key points must be achieved for the texture detector. Firstly, the texture detector must distinguish between texture and image edges. This distinction is the primary achievement of the detector. Secondly, the detector must be robust and does not respond to noise. Last, we do not use the texture descriptor to specifically characterize a particular texture or to imply a fine differentiation between texture types.
Two error retrieval approaches for encoded video over computer networks are described by Salama et al. (1995) . The aim of the first approach is to reconstruct each missing pixel by spatial interpolation from the closer undamaged pixels. While, in the second approach the reconstructing of the macro blocks is done by minimizing inter-sample variations within each block and across its boundaries. Rogers and Cosman, were able to group a variable number of blocks in one packets to code the images as error concealment by using the packetizable zero-tree wavelet (PZW) compression scheme (Rogers and Cosman 1998) . In the event of packet loss, 8-neighbors of the missing trees are present; because each packet is composed of trees come from widely dispersed locations using recursive tessellation techniques (Ulichney 1994) . Then, the interpolation method is used to conceal the lost wavelet coefficients.
Currently, the researchers (Bertalmio et al. 2003b ) are able to reconstruct the missing blocks in the wavelet-domain by using the correlation between the lost blocks and its neighbors. They developed an algorithm claimed to be compatible with the wavelet based JPEG 2000 image compression standard, instead of using common retransmission query protocols. Firstly, The algorithm used to calculate the edges of images in the corrupted patches, and is able to distinguish their presence or absence. Secondly, this is followed by interpolation scheme to minimize the blockiness effect, while keeping the edges or texture into the interior of the block. This paper presents an algorithm for filling-in in a decomposition space. especially for JPG-JPEG photographs. The target area of the missing blocks will automatically filled with an accurate trained matrix that is very closer to the desired values. The algorithm using both the efforts of the work in Bertalmio et al. (2003b) , and a new design of Neural Network Classifier relied on the least-mean-square adaptation.
Implementation
In most cases, the corrupted patches must be tested in order to determine whether they contain on the edges or not. T he motivation behind this test is to ensure an accurate details for the missing edges. The Fig. 23 shown below illustrates an example to test the vertical edges in V2 level.
Interpolation implementation
For each high frequency sub-band, the estimated matrix of lost coefficients is given by:
where, A and B are the adjacent coefficients, and W 1 and W 2 are scalar parameters. In the vertical edge case, A and B will be the top and the bottom coefficient respectively. Therefore, it is required to find both W 1 and W 2 to minimize the error at the top and the bottom for the borders pixels. The vertical test to the edge detection will require a matchable filling-in details of the image at a top and bottom of the adjacent pixels. In the level V-0, the matrices X, T, &Bcontain only one coefficient. Where, X is the average of T &B. Whereas, for level V − 1, the matrices X, T, &B contain a 2 × 2 coefficients. Figure 24 will illustrated the steps of 2 × 2 lost blocks reconstruction. where, x 1 and x 2 can be solved as:
The squared error (∈ t ) at the top border can be written in a Norm of the vector as:
where, X t = x 1 x 2 ; T b = t 3 t 4 Similarly, X 3 & X 4 can be solved as: Fig. 25 The process of splitting the (4 × 4) pixels. Where, X t 1 & X t 2 are the two splitting groups to the top missing row X 1 X 2 X 3 X 4 X 5 X 6 X 7 X 8 X 9 X 10 X 11 X 12 X 13 X 14 X 15 X 16
The squared error (∈ b ) at the bottom border can be computed as:
where, X b = x 3 x 4 ; B t = b 1 b 2 In the case of, the corrupted block contains on (4 × 4) missing pixels. Therefore, the details of each missing row will be split into (2 × 2) missing pixels. In other words, the convolution between the splitting rows and the adjacent neighbors will be achieve with a (2 × 2) successive pixels groups. Generally, the convolution process will be repeated a four times, and the required period to end this process for filling-up the corrupted block will be increased (Fig. 25) .
where, X t 1 & X t 2 are the details of the first missing row. The squared errors ∈ t 1 & ∈ t 2 at the first top row can be stated as:
The convolution process in the horizontal test will be accomplished by splitting the columns into two successive groups. Each group consist of two coefficients as it is shown in the Fig. 26 .
6.2 Wave-net implementation
The empirical study in the transmission of block-coded images be significantly concentrated on the manner of how we embedded an acceptable compensation to the corrupted patches. Consequently, this is leading us to propose a typical filling-in exemplar. This exemplar must be suitable to carry out the fill-up process, and have the ability to minimize the blurriness influence that is added to the image during this process. Therefore, we proposed a new technique known "wave-net". This technique used the combination between the wavelet and a new classifier design for neural network. The architecture of the Neural Network is a fast forward multi-layer perceptron, by using the resilient back-propagation training. The main goal of our work is to obtain a high computational results that is very closer to the desired values, and minimal blurriness effect. Figure 28 illustrates an a high resolution image that contains on several corrupted patches. While, Fig. 29 present the third-quarter of the original image in a form of "Haar" decomposition.
The following method, is the procedure of the proposed wave-net technique. This procedure introduces more accurate computational results, comparing with the values estimated from the traditional wavelet.
1. At first, for the purpose of filling-in the corrupted patches of images to be reconstructed.
Therefore, we required to guess the missing pixels of those patches by applying the Eq. 37. Moreover, to distinguish the vertical edges from the corrupted pixels, we must apply the equations from 38 to 45. 2. To recognize the correlation process of step-1 between the lost block and the adjacent pixels; a fast scheme forward multi-layer perceptron with resilient back-propagation training is utilized. The new proposed technique is a combination between the new design of neural network classifier (NNC) and wavelet domain. Firstly, we need to initialize the scalar parameters (i.e., weights) W 1 and W 2 of Eq. 37. Later, in each training continuously updating these weights for the image details, in order to reach to an accurate appreciated values and closer to the desired values.
Fig. 29
The corrupted patch (10 × 10) were located in the third quarter from the original image. a The third-level, b the second-level, and c the first-level "Haar" decomposition 3. Because of, the extracted matrices coefficients from the decomposition process, are being posing as gray levels to the image details. Furthermore, these coefficients are sometimes either a positive or negative values. Therefore, we must be used a sigmoid functions as activation or a smooth switch function, as it denoted by Eqs. 53 and 54.
φ(λ) = 1 1 + exp(−λ)
4. Because of, the extracted matrices coefficients sometimes have a high range of magnitude. Therefore, we need to normalize both the input and the desired coefficients values. In addition to that it is necessary to initialize the scalar parameter (i.e., λ) in the Eqs. 53 and 54. 5. Apply the adaptation techniques that is based on the least mean square (LMS) algorithms.
Whereas, the implementation of the above steps have been initialized in order to estimate the output of the neural network with minimum of the error. This adaptation executing with the aid of Eqs. 55 to 69.
With suitable choice to the weighing coefficients, W i j will easily to minimize the error E i .
E(W )
as such and by means of an iterative procedures will generate a number of search points W (k). Hence,
The term d(k)indicates to the search direction whereas, kindicates to the length steps of the search, (i.e. the amount of learning to be carried out). For the steepest descent method the search direction is given by Ye and Loh (1993) .
Where, ∇ indicates to the derivative, or the gradient error function. The steepest descent rule (61, 62) gives a starting point as:
Or, by taking X i into account, this becomes:
Hence,
In which
Linking it in with (61, 62) we obtain that:
One alternative is to employ a small perturbation signal as an addition to the signal, X i to serve as an estimation of the gradient error function. This gives a variation on (63) as:
The back propagation algorithm employs the steepest-descent method to arrive into a minimum of the mean square error cost function. For one specific data pair, the error squared can be written as:
Where mneurons are assumed to be present, and y ik is the ith neuron's output value. The global error is then found by minimizing E k over all the data set. If, N data values are present, then we have:
Looking at the latter of these cases for the neural network output layer only: Fig. 30 The decomposition process of the three levels of "Haar", to fill the corrupted patch (10 × 10 pixels) which is located in the third quarter from the original image. a The third-level, b the second-level, and c the first-level "Haar" decomposition
But for the output layer, the inputs u i (k)are in fact the outputs of the previous (hidden) layer, so:
6. Arrange the output results of the neural network for each iteration in a special matrices. Meanwhile, compare these results with the desired values. Figure 30 show the concealed image. While, Fig. 31 illustrate the estimated sketches for each of wavelet and the proposal of the new technique "wave-net" to the horizontal and vertical interpolation analysis.
Conclusion
Through this paper, an extensive revision to the algorithms that are related to our proposed algorithm was presented. Thus, we focused our attention on the efficient error concealment algorithms for the purpose of comparison with the results of our proposed technique, in addition to improving the efficiency of performance of eliciting the edges in the fleecy and non-fleecy regions. We were able to successfully extract the largest possible number of vertical and horizontal image gradients of corrupted patches, by adoption of the apportionment of such patches to at least four quarters, for the exploitation of all the pixels of the border in the process of interpolation. In this review, we have taken into account the efforts of the algorithm in Bertalmio et al. (2003b) , through the use of a vertical and horizontal interpolation test procedure. This test will enable us to determine whether the block contains part of an edge or not. The proposed algorithm has the capability to minimize the blurriness effect by updating the estimated values. This is achieved by training the neural network ideally, and continually updating the network weights.
We proposed a new innovative exemplar. This exemplar, is used to achieve the vertical and horizontal interpolation process between patches that contains on corrupted pixels and the un-corrupted adjacent pixels. The main goal of our work is accurate computation of results that are closer to the desired values.
In this paper, a new technique known "wave-net" is used. This technique used the combination between the wavelet and a new design of neural network classifier. The architecture of the neural network is a fast forward multi layer perceptrons using resilient back-propagation training. The proposed method is able to improve image quality in term of both visual perception and blurriness effect during filling-in.
